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Dear Ms. Trombold:

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE give your utmost scrutiny to the question of whether the
proposed Central Corridor Pipeline Extension is really and truly necessary.
 
Listen to the heart-wrenching testimony from people who will suffer in many
ways from a large pipeline being placed VERY near to their homes, schools,
churches, synagogues, and workplaces.  Even though Duke intends to comply with
current safety practices, the risk of a natural gas explosion, which would be
deadly in our urban area, still exists and cannot be eliminated. In addition, the
pipeline will ruin portions of our natural environment, degrading the value of
homes and businesses nearby.
 
In this case, where the pipeline will expose our community to serious risks and
environmental burdens, Duke’s claimed “need” should be given the highest level
of scrutiny.  Duke Energy wants this pipeline, but it is not necessary -- less
intrusive alternatives exist! 
 
There is overwhelming strong public opposition from the City of Cincinnati and
Hamilton County, as well as the communities of Amberley Village, Blue Ash,
Columbia Township, Deer Park, Evendale, Golf Manor, Madeira, Pleasant Ridge,
Reading, and Sycamore Township.  
 
Please consider how horrendously offensive Duke’s proposal is to the vast
majority of residents of Hamilton County AND DENY DUKE’S CENTRAL CORRIDOR
PIPELINE PROPOSAL AS UNNECESSARY.
 
With sincere and humble pleas for your help,

Grace and Anthony Severyn
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April 6, 2019 OPSB
Case # 16-0253-GA-BXT Central Corroder Pipeline Extension

I have been following the Central Corroder Pipeline Extension since it was first announced. At
one time one of the routes was going to be 95 ft from my home. That route was eliminated
early in the selection process. This did not deter me from still opposing this unnecessary and
costly want of Duke Energy. This is a project that is a total miss applied application, to place
this 20” high-pressure pipeline through an urban high population area is immoral and a
liability to all who have proposed it and also to the people who approve it. The opposition, has
brought to light the danger of this project, most high pressure pipelines are located in rural
areas to minimize the danger of any type of incidence. If the original pipeline, that was 95 feet
from my hone, would have had a break or been disturbed by a third party, my life and family
would have never survived. That is freighting and I have to ask you, is this something you
would want to live next to or have any one in your family to live next to? I have read all the
testimony and all the responses, to date, but in all the data and all the specifications I have not
seen one word or statements about life safety. Nowhere in the OPSB & PUCO documents is
life protection mentioned. The documents do cover the technical requirements and items that
protect the utility company and the PUCO but not one word about protecting the population
near where this high-pressure pipeline is to be located. Normal operations is to have the high
pressure lines run in rural areas and then to drop the pressure before it is pipe in to urban areas.
Does Duke Energy realize the magnitude of the liability they are taking on, better yet is the
OPSB and PUCO willing to take on this liability as well? Accidents will happen and the
question will be, how did this get approved and who approved it. More people have covered
the fact that Duke Energy has never really provided a real need for this size of this
infrastructure. The need is for a small fraction of the total capacity of the pipeline and pressure
the pipeline will be operating. Small feeder pipelines at lower pressure could be used to supply
the need over the long run. I encourage you to reject this pipeline application. Duke Energy
has never proved a need for this upgrade through out this process.

Matthew Mercurio
6206 Fairhurst Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45213
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